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§ O. Introduction 
Truth is undefinable. That is, if x is a model of ZF, then the set of 
integers Th(x) may or may not lie in x, but this set can never be defined 
in x. Is undefinability truth? That is, does truth have a minimum degree 
of undefinability in the sense that, if u is undefinable in x, then Th(x) is 
definable from u in x? In § 5 we show that i fx  ~ V=L, this question can 
be answered affirmatively for a large class of u's. 
In order to describe this class, we need the notion of inconceivable 
ordinals, where ct is inconceivable iff a cannot be defined using ordinals 
less than ,~ as parameters. We discuss ome interesting properties of these 
ordinals in § 2 and § 3. § 4 is fairly technical, eading to a result we need 
for § 5 which says, approximately, that in L the cardinality of the ath 
inconceivable ordinal is ~ 0 + ~. 
In § 6 we bring together some results concerning standard forms for 
models of set theory, so as to apply our techniques to the question of 
the existence of models of ZF + "There is a measurable cardinal". 
A number of minor results and open problems are presented in the 
context of the illustrations, which are numbered consecutively with 
Roman numerals. 
Most of  tkis paper appeared in [ 19]. We thank Erik Ellentuck for 
having supervised the writing of that dissertation. 
* Original version received 27 November 1972. 
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§ 1. Definability 
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Our view of set theory is model-theoretic rather than proof-theoretic, 
hence we view this paper as being formalized within a meta-structure 
rather than a meta-theory. The meta-structure is C, Cantor's Absolute, 
the class of all sets. 
Z and ZF are Zermelo and Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory, respectively, 
with the axioms of regularity and choice. GB and MK are G0del-Bernays 
and Morse-Kel ley-Mostowski class-set theory, respectively, with the 
axioms of regularity and local choice. 
For most of our results the theory is T, where T can be either ZF or 
MK. We admit MK because the intuitive picture of most of our results 
is obtained by working in a model of MK whose V is large enough to 
correspond to our present mental conception of C. 
Under either interpretation of T, we refer to the objects of the theory 
as classes and represent these classes by lower case variables. Lower case 
Greek letters represent ordinals or On itself. 
If y C_ x, we let x/y be the class of those members of x which can be 
defined in the structure x (i.e., (x, ~x )) by a first-order formula whose 
parameters are elements of y. x/y is what is commonly called 
Df(<x, ~x, z>zey). 
We adopt some conventions in order to conveniently describe the 
members of x/y. ~ is Hilbert's specification operator (as described in, 
say, [ 151). The Gt~del number of  the ZF-formula ff is F~7. Fm is the set 
of all such G6del numbers, wr-¢ q is the set of integers k such that o k is 
free in 4, mF~ -7 is the greatest integer in {0} u wr~k 7, and w'F~ n is 
wFff q ~ {mr~q}. When the functional dependence on F~b7 is clear, we 
simply write w, rn and w' for the above. If f is a function with 6 f~ w, 
then ~k If] is obtained by replacing ok with f ' k  for each k E 6 f. 
Now we can say that z ~ x/y i f fz  = (~o m) ~ [f](x) for some r-~7 and 
some fEw 'y, 
The diagram D(x) ofx  is that subclass o f{~ -7, J~: r~kT! ~ Fm ^  fE  Wx} 
such that for each such (r¢7, f>, (r¢7, f )  ~ D(x) iff ¢ If] (x). It is well 
known that D(x) can be defined by a formula (which we shall simply 
call <r¢7, f> E D(x)) with a single quantifier (of either type) ranging over 
the collection of all predicative subclasses of x (in the sense that a ~ x 
is predicative i f fa  = {v m ~ x: ¢J [f](x)) for some r~-I e Fm, fE  W'x). 
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Consequences of this fact are that the formula CqJ -q , f )  ~ D( lO strongly 
represents D(V) in any transitive model of GB, and that if X is a limit or- 
dinal, then 
(1.1) D(Lx) E Lx+ 2. 
Some more conventions are: 
Th(x) = (r~q : (-qp, O) E D(x)}, 
y -D(x )  = { (¢-~, f) E D(x): pfc_ y}, 
x - x' iff y-D(x)  = y-D(x ' ) .  y 
In this notation, the generalized undefinabflity of truth becomes, for intl- 
nite transitive x,  
(1.2) y-D(x)  q~ x/y. 
The formal definition of x/y is 
x/y = {z • x : (3r# "1) (3 f~ W'Y)[(~m+ 1 = ( tOm)~ "1, 
fu  {<m+l, z>)> • D(x)]}. 
x//y is the transitive collapse of x/y. We denote the collapsing map by 
lx/y, or simply l. 
We now list some fairly well-known facts stated or proved in [ 19 ]. 
They can be found, in different form, in [ 16, 22], or [4]. We assume 
here that y is a transitive subclass of the infinite transitive class x. 
If we assume that x has a definable well-ordering, then 
(1.3) x/y < x, 
(1.4) x//y -y  x, 
(1.5) (x//y)/y -~ x//y. 
Let us sketch the proof of (1.5). Let z • x//y. Then z = l'u for some 
u • x/y. Since u ~ x/y, u = (to m) qj[f] (x) for some rqlq ~ Fm, f~ W'y. 
Since u E x/y, y c_ x/y and x/y -< x, we must have u = (to m ) ~O [f](x/y). 
Now l is an isomorphism from x/y onto x//y,  so l'u = (tv m) ~ [l o f](x//y). 
But l'u = z and l is the identity on y, so z = (to m) ~ [f](x/ly). 
In [4], Cohen used (1.4), ('1.5) and (1.7) to show that i fa  0 = 
(#a) [L  ~ ZF], then L~o/O = L~o. 
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Clearly, 
(1.6) x--flY= ~0 +Y' 
and 
(1.7) x is a model of V=L f f fx  = L× for some limit ordinal ?~. 
If x is a model of V = L, then 
(1.8) x / /y  is minimal for y-D(x)  
(i.e., z c__ x / /y  -* (y -D(z )  = y -D(x)  ~ z = x//y)) .  We doubt if (1.8) 
holds when x is merely a model of V=OD, but we have no counter-exam- 
ple. 
In our notation, the usual formulation of V--OD becomes (¥z)(3"y) 
[z ~ Rq/-[]. I f x  is a transitive model of ZF with x n On = o~ (usually we 
abuse notation and write On (x) instead of On n x), then, as Myhill and 
Scott [ 17] show, OD (x) = x/a. It is not generally realized that in this case 
HOD (x) = x/ /a  as well. An interesting question arises here since x//a 
(=HOD (x)) is always a model of ZF in this situation. Is there a transitive 
model x of ZF such that x//O is not a model of ZF? 
§ 2. Strongly inconceivable ordinals 
Throughout he next four sections, x is to be an infinite transitive 
class. Let a ~< On (x). a is inconceivable in x iff a q~ x/a.  If there are un- 
definable ordinals, then there are inconceivable ordinals. 
2.1. Proposition. (T)lf[3 ~ x and a = (/a~')[~"  x/O], then t~ is inconceiv- 
able in x. 
Proof. Note that in general, if 3, c_ x/6,  then x/3, c__ x/6.  This follows 
since the elements of 3, used in defining a member of x/3, can be replaced 
by their definitions in terms of  members of  6. 
In the case under consideration, t~c x/13 and a ~ x/[3, so we can con- 
clude that a ~ x/a.  
Let x and a be as before, a is strongly inconceivable in x iff 
[3 >>, a ~ ~ q~ x/a.  In analogy to Proposition 2.1, we have the following: 
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2.2. Proposition. (T) I f x  is a model  ofZF ,  fl ~ x and t~ = (lz~')[~" ~ U (x/~)], 
then ,y is strongly inconceivable in x. 
Proof. First note that the ordinals in x/f3 are cof'mal in a. For, given 
3' ~ a, we have a y ~ x/(3 such that 3' ~ y. Now if ~ = U {~': ~" ~ y}, 8 lies 
in x/f3 and 3' < ~ < t~. 
Now show that a is strongly inconceivable. Let r-~k7 and f E w'a be such 
that (tOm) ~b [f](x) is an ordinal. Since the ordinals in x/~ are cofinal in a, 
there is a 3' ~ x/(3 such that pfq  3". Now consider ~ -" (/a~')[ 3,< ~', Rt re- 
flects (3 Om)~](x). Now 5 E x/f3, so 
(COrn) ~[/](x) = (tOm) ~b[/l (R~ x)) < 6 < U(x//3) = a . 
(I) We cannot prove Proposition 2.2 without the assumption that x is a 
model of ZF. For let x be a transitive model of ZF and let x' = o(x) 1~'C01 +09 1 • 
Now i fa '  = (ta~') [~" q~ U (x'/0)], then c~' = cot x') + 3' for some 3' ~ e' and 
hence is not even inconceivable in x'. 
The class of  inconceivable ordinals is not, in general, closed; however, 
the class of strongly inconceivable ordinals is closed. 
2.3. Proposition. (T) Let  x be a transitive class and let ~ be a l imit ordinal. 
I f  a = U {~ E ~: ~ is strongly inconceivable in x}, then ~ is strongly in- 
conceivable in x. 
Proof. Let FqT-q andf~ w'a be such that (tOm) ~[f](x) is an ordinal. By 
the hypothesis, of  ~ 3' for some 3' ~ a which is strongly inconceivable in
x. Hence (tOm) ~2 [fl(X) ~ 3' E or. 
(II) Let us examine a situation in which strongly inconceivable ordinals 
occur. 
Let 0 be a strongly inaccessible ordinal in some model x of T (we in- 
clude here the case T=MK and 0=On). We claim that the ordinals strongly 
inconceivable in R(o x) form a closed cofinal subclass of 0. Since this class 
lies in x, it will have order type 0. 
Since R(oX) is a model of ZI ~, closure follows from Proposition 2.3. Co- 
finality will follow from Proposition 2.2 if we can show that given any 
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/3 ~ 0, (/.t~)[~  O (R0 //3) ](x) 6 0. Let a be the ordinal in question. Clearly, 
a ~< 0. By the proof of Proposition 2.2, a has cofinality ~ 0 + ~ < 0 
in x, so a cannot be equal to the regular cardinal 0. 
Hence {a: a is strongly inconceivable in R o} (x) is closed and cofinal in 
0. Using virtually the same argument, Montague and Vaught proved in 
[15] that {0~: R~ -< R o} (x) is closed and cofinal in 0. We prove in Theorem 
2.4(i) that these classes are identical. 
(III) We give here another example of how strongly inconceivable or- 
dinals can arise. 
Work in a model of ZF + V=L. We claim that the set of ordinals strong- 
ly inconceivable in L,o~ forms a closed cofinal subsequence of 6o 1 . Co- 
finality can be proved either by noting that Lw~ satisfies a reflection 
principle for the L~ hierarchy and adapting the proof of Proposition 2.2 
accordingly, or by applying Proposition 2.1 and noting that by Proposi- 
tion 3.2, a is inconceivable in Lwj iff it is strongly inconceivable in L,oa. 
Closure follows from Proposition 2.3. 
It is well known that the set of a such that L a ~ L,~ also forms a 
dosed cofinal subsequence of w 1 (see, e.g. [2]). We prove in Theorem 
2.4(ii) that the two sets in question are identical. 
2.4. Theorem. (T) (i) I f  x is a model of  ZF, then ~ is strongly inconceiv- 
able in x i f f  R~ x) < x. 
(ii) l f  x is a model o f  V=L, then a is strongly inconceivable in x i f f  
L ,~  x. 
Proof. (i) (~) Let a ~ x be strongly inconceivable in x. It will suffice to 
show that (R~ reflects ~)(x) for each formula ~b. 
Let ~O be a fixed formula and let A = {~': Rr reflects ~O} (x). Since x is 
a model of ZF, A is closed and cofinal in On(x). Since 0t is a limit ordinal 
and A is dosed, a will lie in A i fA n a is cofinal in a. Let us show that 
this is so. 
Given any 3' ~ a, we can define 6 = (#~')[3" ~ ~" ^  R~ reflects ~k] (x) 
since A is cofinal in On (x). Moreover, 6 ~ a since 6 ~ x/a and a is strong- 
ly inconceivable in x. Hence A o a is cofinal in a. 
W r (+-) Let R~ x) < x. Now for any r~k7 and f~ a, (to m) ~O [f](x) = 
(to m ) ~k [f](Ra(x)), so if (tOm)~k [f](x) is an ordinal, it is an element of a. 
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(ii) (-*) We let F L be the standard map from On onto L. We know 
from Linden [ 13 ] that F~'3' = L, r if 7 is an epsilon number. 
Let x=La. We wish to show that ct and/~ are epsilon numbers. Recall 
that 3' is an epsilon number iff (~ ~ 3' -* co~ ~ 3') iff (~ ~ 3' ~ 3' cannot be 
written as a polynomial in co with all exponents and coefficients < ~). 
This last condition is implied by the strong inconceivability of a, so 
is an epsilon number. If/~ is not an epsilon number, let 
~0 = (~) (v#) [# ~ co~ ] ~ 
But then a ~< G0 ~ x/O, a contradiction. 
Now we can prove Tarski's criterion for L~, in x. Assume r-~b7 ~ Fm 
andf~ W'L and (3Om)~k[f] (x~. Now since F~'t~ = L ,  we can find 
g ~ w'~ such that f=F  L o g. Since F~ = x, we have 
(33') ~ IF L o (g u ((m, 3')))](x~. Let 3'0 be the least such 3'. Clearly, 
3"0 ~ x/a, so 3'0 ~ a. Hence we can see that (3o m ~ La) ff [f] by letting 
Om = EL 3"0" 
(*-) This is proved as in (i). 
If we work in ZF, Theorem 2.4(i) can be viewed as saying: 
(R e ~ ZF) ~ (/3 n (RJt~) = ,~ -~ R - (R~) .  
This is similar to, but incomparable with, Grewe's result in [8]: 
n (Ra/R)  = a -~ R ~ Ra. Can one prove our result without assuming 
Ra ~ ZF? Since R~, -< Ra implies R e ~ ZF (cf. [13]), the question is: 
If x is a model of Z and there is an a ~ x such that a is strongly incon- 
ceivable in x, must x be a model of ZF? 
We can answer this question positively in two special cases. We need 
a new definition first, x is a model of the definable replacement schema 
iff whenever wr-~ 7 = (0,1~ and F = ((v 0 , ol): ~(x~) is a functional such 
that 8F ~ x, then pF ~ x. 
2.5. Theorem. (ZF) Let x be a model o f  Z and let a E x be strongly in- 
conceivable in x. Then 
(i) i f  x is a model o f  V=OD, x is a model of  ZF; 
(ii) i f  x is a model o f  the definable replacement schema, x is a model 
o f  ZF. 
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Proof. We begin with a construction common to both proofs. What is 
required is to show that x isa model of replacement. Assume it is not. 
In this case, we can use the rank function and the axiom of choice to 
find p, 3' ~ x and a formula X(Vo, Vl, 02) such that F = 
{(~, rl>: X(P, ~, r/) (x) } is a functional with IJF~'3,-On~X). Given X, we 
can find a formula ~b such that the above condition is equivalent to 
~(p, 3')(x). 
Let 
3'0 = (u3")(3p)[ $(p, 3')](x), 
a o = (ua)(3p e R~)[qJ(p, %)](x), 
P = {p ERa o" ~ (P, 3'0)(x)- 
Now 3, o, 8 o, P ~ x/O. Since a is strongly inconceivable in x, this im- 
plies in particular that 3'0 ~ o~. Now we prove our theorems. 
(i) I f x  is a model of V=OD, then x satisfies the selection principle, 
i.e., each member of  x/O contains a member of x/O (cf. [ 17 ]). Hence 
there is a P0 ~ P n (x/O). Since ff(Po, 3'0) (x), a ~ (Lo2)X(P0 , ~, V2)(x) for 
some ~ 6 3'o" However, Po, ~ ~ x/a contradicting the strong inconceiva- 
bility of a in x. 
(ii) Recall that 3'o c___ a. Let 
G={(~, r / ) :~E3 '  0 ^ r/ I.l{ p~:pEP}} 
Now if G'~ ~ x, then G'~ E a, since then G'~ ~ x/{~} c_ x/a. Since p-~ P 
implies ~(p, 3'o), we cannot have G"3' o c__ ,,. Consequently, there must 
be a first ~o such that G'~o q~ x, i.e., such that G'~o = On (x). Clearly, 
li o ~ x/O. Now {(p, r/): p ~ P ^ ~7 =F~ o } can be seen to violate the de- 
finable replacement schema for x. 
§ 3. Weakly inconceivable ordinals 
Now we define a is weakly inconceivable in x i f fa  is inconceivable 
in x and a is not strongly inconceivable in x. If a is weakly inconceivable 
in x, we define a* in x = (ia~) [a ~ ~ ¢~ ~ ~ x/a ]. If it is clear which x is 
intended, we simply say a* for a* in x. 
Recall here that K is a strong cardinal iff X ~ t( ~ 2 x < K. 
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3.1. Theorem. (T) Let x be a model o f  V=L or Z + V=OD and let a be 
weakly inconceivable in x. Then 
(i) a* is a regular uncountable cardinal in x; 
(ii) i ra is a [strong] cardinal in x, then a* is [strongly] inaccessible 
in x; 
(iii) i ra is [strongly] inaccessible in x, then a* is [strongly] Mahlo in x 
Proof. By the hypothesis, x has a definable well-ordering R. We assume 
in the proof that all necessary relativizations of terms to x have been 
made. 
(i) Clearly, ~ ~ a*, so it will suffice to show that cf(a*) = a*. We 
give a proof by contradiction. Let cf(a*)~ a*. Now cf(,~*)E x/a so, by 
our choice of a*, cf(a*)E a. 
t l  
Hence i f f  = (/a n v0)[o 0 E cf(a*)a* A U V 0 cf(a*) = a*], then f~ x/a. 
It is clear, since a* must be a limit ordinal, that there is a 13 ~ cf(a*) 
such that a e f '~ e a*. But f'(3 ~ x/a, contradicting our choice of a *. 
(ii) Let a be a cardinal. Since we have (i), a* will be inaccessible if it 
is a limit cardinal. We prove this by contradiction. Let a* = ~:+ for some 
cardinal ~:. a is a cardinal, so a ~< ~ < ~+ = a*. But i f~ + ~ x/a, then 
~ x/a, contradicting either the inconceivability of a or the choice of 
a*. 
Let a be a strong cardinal. Since we have (i), a* will be strongly in- 
accessible if k ~ a* -* 2 x ~ a*. We prove this by contradiction. Let 
= (~a)t)[k ~ a* ^ 2 x q~ a* ]. Now, since a is a strong cardinal, k ~ a 
2 x ~< a < a*, so we cannot have ~: ~ a. Hence a ~< ~: < ~* and ~ ~ x/a, 
contradicting either the inconceivability of a or the choice of a*. 
(iii) Let a be inaccessible, a* will be Mahlo if we can show that every 
normal f~  ~*a* has an inaccessible fixed point. We prove this by contra- 
diction. Let 
g = (#n 00)[ % E ~*a* ^  o 0 is normal ^  (¥/3)[0~/3 =t3 ~/3 is accessible] 1. 
Now g E x/a, so g"a c__ a* n (x/a) = a. But since g is normal and a is a 
limit ordinal, this implies that g'a = a. Hence g has an inaccessible fixed 
point, a contradiction. 
If a is strongly inaccessible., the same argument will prove that a* is 
strongly Mahlo. 
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The proof of (iii) could be repeated to show that if t~ is Mahlo, then 
every normal g ~ a'a* has a Mahlo fixed point, etc. 
(IV) Taking the concept "axiom of infinity" as primitive, we can for- 
mulate a principle o f  inconceivability: Each (first order) axiom of in- 
finity which is satisfied is satisfied by a weakly inconceivable ordinal. 
Theorem 3.1 indicates that if a given model of ZF + V=OD satisfies the 
principle of inconceivability, then it satisfies all the usual "fixed point" 
ax iomsof  infinity. We have not reached any conclusions about the rela- 
tionship, if any, between the principle of inconceivability and the higher 
axioms of  infinity. Two obvious questions are: What property must 
satisfy in order for a* to be measurable? If a is measurable, what can we 
say about a .9 
We now try to explain why the principle of inconceivability should 
hold in a model which is sufficiently like C. 
An axiom of infinity corresponds to a certain class of ordinals - which 
class can serve a series of signposts on one's trip into the Infinite. Eventu- 
ally, the signs fade into an undistinguished blur. At this point, an incon- 
ceivable ordinal a occurs in the given class. (This is, of course, essential- 
ly the same argument as the traditional argument for the existence of 
fixed points in the given classes.) 
We feel that a should be weakly inconceivable because, if not, then 
our one class of signposts exhausts the first-order resources of the V in 
question. There should, given one true first-order axiom of infinity, al- 
ways be another true first-order axiom of infinity which is stronger. 
One way a could fail to be weakly inconceivable would be for a to 
satisfy the second-order axiom of infinity "a satisfies every true first-order 
axiom of infinity". (In order to formulate this property, we need, of 
course, the set of G~Sdel numbers of possible first-order axioms of infini- 
ty as well as D(V).) If V=OD, then R,~ < V is necessary, but not suffi- 
cient, for a to satisfy this property. We repeat, however, that if there 
are arbitrarily strong true first-order axioms of infinity, we cannot ex- 
pect any one of  them to lead to such an ~ in the indicated way. 
3.2. Corollary. (T) Let x be a model o f  V=OD or V=L and let ~ E x. Then 
the ordinals in x/~ with cardinality <<. ~o + ~ in x form an initial segment 
of  the ordinals in x with cardinality <~ ~o + -ff in x. 
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Proof. If fl < 3' < (6o + ,~)÷(x) and 3' ~ x/a, then the proof of Theorem 
3.1 (i) shows that ~ ~ x/a. 
This corollary implies that in a model of ZF + V=OD, the countable 
definable ordinals form an initial segment of ~ 1. A result similar to this 
appears in [10, p. 95] and in [5, p. 27], where it is attributed to Andreas 
Blass. 
We show now that the assumption V=OD cannot be dispensed with. 
(V) Let L~ be a countable model of ZF + V=L such that there is an 
ordinal a which is countable and undefinable in L. r (we shall see later 
that such 3' are readily obtainable). Now let 13 = S]L'r) and let g ~ ~o~ 
be generic over L. r . 
Let M=L. r (g). fJ is countable, and definable (as S ]L)) in M. However, by 
[ 12 ], a remains undefinable in M. Since a ~/3, we can see that the count- 
able definable ordinals do not form an initial segment of ~ 1 in M. 
3.3. Corollary. (ZF + V=L ) For any infinite cardinal ~, ~+ = U (a: L aI~ = 
L) .  
Proof. Assume U {a: La/~ = L)  =/3 ~ ~:+. Then/~ ~ L~+IO since ~ is de- 
finable in L~÷ as the greatest cardinal and since ~ = O (tx: La/~: = L=)(L~ ÷) 
by absoluteness. By (1.4) and (1.7), there is a 3' such that L~÷//~ = L~. 
By (1.6), 3, ~ ~*, and by (1.2) and (1.4), 3, ~ L+/~. 
By (1.5), L~/~ = L~ so 3' ~/3 by the choice of/3. Afort iori ,  ~ E LK÷/~ , 
so by Corollary 3.2, 3' ~ L~÷/x - a contradiction. 
(VI) This corollary tells us a little about the nature of cardinality in 
L. In particular, a is countable in L iff a lies in the minimal model of 
some theory extending V=L which has a standard model. Thus each 
such theory can be thought of as a system of names for some initial 
segment of ~ (L) 1 
To be more precise, let P be a theory extending V=L which has a stan- 
dard model. Let O r be the set of G6del numbers of sentences of the 
form (3a)~k. Let r(3a)qJ 7 r r r(3a)¢7 i f f r  [--- (laa)¢ ~ (/aa)~. If 
t3 = (/aT)[L ~ ~ I'], it is evident hat the transitive collapse o f (O  r, r r) is 
13. In this situation, we say r(3 a)~7 is a name of (/aa)~(t~ / . 
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Thus, in analogy to the theorem that the recursively countable ordi- 
nals are those ordinals constructed in some system of ordinal notation, 
Corollary 3.3 says that the constructibly countable ordinals are those 
ordinals named by some theory extending V=L and having a standard 
model. 
3.4. Proposition. (T) L~t x be a transitive model o f  V=L or V=OD, let 
be weakly inconceivable in x, let ~ be a formula and let f ~ w'~. Then 
~[f, ~,]<x) ~ ~[y, ~]~xll~). 
Proof. In order to be consistent about our notation, we should really 
have written f f l fu  ~(m, a.)}]tx) ,._, f f [ fu  ~<m, a)}](x//~) in the state- 
ment of the proposition. The proposition follows from ( 1.4) and the 
fact that l'o~* = a, by our choice of a*. 
(VII) Let us see how this can be applied. We work in a model of MK + 
V=L. The impredicative replacement schema implies that there are On 
ordinals inconceivable in V. Let u 0 be the first such ordinal. As we shall 
show in the next section, u 0 is countable. 
If l collapses V/O onto V//O, Corollary 3.2 and the fact that u 0 is 
countable imply that l 'w 1 = u 0 . What does l do to the other ordinals in 
1/70 n 602 "" 091 ? Given a ~ V/O n 092 ~ 091, we can define r a = 
(ta< 1; v0 ) iv ° is a well-ordering of 09 1A ( ~  = a] .  Since l is an isomor- 
phism, l'a = (1'09 1, l'ra) = (Uo, ral uo), where the definition of l makes 
clear that l'ra is simply ra restricted to u 0 . 
Hence for any al ,  a 2 E V/O n 092 ~ 091, °tl = °t2 ~ (Uo, r=alu0) = 
(u o, r~21Uo). This is somewhat surprising, as ordinarily we do not expect 
any orderly behavior from the initial segments of well-orderings. 
The content of this example is that r~ (as defined above) is as natural 
a well-ordering of  order type ¢~ as possible. 
§ 4. Hierarchies of inconceivability 
Recall that lower case Greek letters are ordinals or On itself, and that 
x is an infinite transitive class. ?, is always a limit ordinal. 
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Given x in a model of  T, we can define a cont inuous funct ion u(x) 
with domain On(X): 
u 0 (x) = (p3') [3" is inconceivable in x ], 
ua+l(x) = (/~3")[ua(x) ~ 3' ^  3' is inconceivable in x] ,  
ux(x) = U{u~(x): ~ ~ X}. 
When it is clear which x is intended, we write u~ for u s (x). 
4.1. Proposit ion.  (T) (i) u 0 (x) = (/.L3')[3' q~ x/O], 
(ii) UO+l(X ) = (/.t3')[3' q~x/tlB(x) + 1]. 
Proof. These results fol low from Proposit ion 2.1 and the obvious fact 
that if a ~ x/[3 for any 13 ~ a, then a is not inconceivable. 
Given x in a model of T, we can define a funct ion fi-(x) with domain 
On(X): 
~h(x) = (P3")[(Vfl ~ a)[u-t~(x) ~ 3'] ^  3' is strongly inconceivable in x] .  
4.2. Proposit ion. (T) (i) I f  x is a model o f  ZF, then To(X) = 
(u3")[7 ~ U(x/0)]. 
(ii) I f  x is a model o f  ZF, then fi-t~+l (x) = (U3')[3' q~ U(x/-ffa(x)+l)]. 
(iii) I fX  is a limit ordinal, then ~-x(x) = U{~a(x):  a ~ X}. 
Proof. (i) and (ii) fol low from Proposit ion 2.2 and the fact that if 
a ~ U (x/[3) for any 13 ~ a, then ~ is not strongly inconceivable. (iii) is a 
consequence of  Proposit ion 2.3. 
The funct ion ~(x) which lists the strongly inconceivable ordinals of  x 
is continuous. The funct ion u(x) was defined so as to force it to be con- 
tinuous. Does u(x) simply list the inconceivable ordinals of  x? We shall 
see after Corol lary 4.6 that the answer is no in the general case. First, 
however, we will need the fol lowing positive result. 
4.3. Proposit ion. (T) I f  x is a model o f  V=OD or V=L and i f  ux(x) is not 
a cardinal o f  x, then ux(x) is inconceivable in x. 
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Proof. In this proof we assume that all the necessary relativizations to 
x have been made. 
If u x q~ x, it is certainly inconceivable, so we can assume u x ~ x. 
Now assume that u x is not a cardinal and that u x is not inconceivable. 
The first assumption implies that ~ ~- u x , the second that u x is in x /y  
for some finite y c u x. 
u x = U{u"  ~ ~ X}, so the first assumption implies that there is an 
a 0 ~ X such that a o ~ a ~ X ~ u a = u x, the second assumption implies 
that there is an ot 1 E ~k such that a I ~ a ~ X -~ u x ~ x/uc,. Now let/3+l~X 
be greater than a0 and al- Now we have u x = Ua+l< ua÷ 1 < u x and 
u x ~ x/uo+ 1 . By Corollary 3.2, this implies that ua+ 1 ~ x/ut~+l contradict- 
ing the inconceivability of ua+ ~ .
In general, ri0(x) must be rather large, in particular it must be greater 
than all the cardinals definable in x. On the other hand, we can now 
show that if x is a model of V=L and u 0 (x) ~ x, then u 0 (x) is countable 
in x. 
4.4. Lemma. (T) Let  x be a mode l  o f  V=L, let a ~ x be inconceivable in 
x, and let/3 < a. Then 
(i) x///3 ~ x; 
(ii) x///3 = ~o + [3 in x; 
(iii) {<% u~(x)>: u (x)  ~ /3} ~ x.  
Proof. We know that x/#3 is a transitive set isomorphic to x//3. As men- 
tioned in (1.4), x///3 =-~ x since x//3 -< x and the collapsing map l is the 
identity on the transitive subset/3 of x//3. 
(i) Since x is a model of V=L, x///3 is also a model of V=L, and thus, 
by (1.7), there is a limit ordinal Xa such that x//[3 = Lxt r Clearly, ;~t~ < On(X), 
and equality can.be ruled out since, by (1.5), (x///3)//3 = x///3, but by the 
hypotheses, a ¢ x//3 c x /a .  Hence h a and Lxa are elements of x. 
(ii) There is a limit ordinal (which may be On) ~ such that x = L x. We 
know that x///3 = Lxa ~ L x = x. By (1.1), D(Lxa) ~ Lxa+2, so since k is 
a limit ordinal, D(Lxa) ~ x. 
Consider the map d from {<r~7, f): rlk7 ~ Fm A f~  w'/3} into Lxa given 
by 
d'(Wff 7, f> = (Id<LOm+l)[(FOm+l=(tOm)llP, fo  {<m+l, Vm+l)}> ~ D(Lxts) ]. 
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Clearly, d ~ Lx0+3 ~ x, and since Lxol/3 = Lx o, d is onto. 
Thus there is a map from a subset of  co X E/3 onto x///3 in x, so x///3 = 
~0 +/3 inx .  
(iii) Since x///3 -ox ,  it can readily be seen that if us(x)  ~/3, us(x)  = 
u s (x///3). Using D(x///3) as in the proof  of  (ii), we can easily construct 
the set ((~, us(x)): u (x) ~ f3) in x. 
We doubt if Lemma 4.4(i) holds if we replace "V=L"  by "V=OD '', 
but we have no counterexample. 
4.5. Theorem. (T) I f  x is a model o f  V=L, then 
(i) Uo(X) ~ x -* Uo(X) = ~o in x; 
(ii) i f  u~+l(X ) ~ x, then/3 <<. a + 1 -, u~(x) = ~o + /3 in x. 
Proof. We assume in the proof  that the necessary relativizations to x 
have been made. 
(i) By Proposition 4.1 (i) and Lemma 4.4(i), u o c_C_ x//O = x / /u  o ~ x. 
By Lemma 4.4(ii), x//O is countable, so ~oo = ~ 0. 
(ii) Note first that if Ua+ 1 E X, then the u map is normal on a -I- 1. 
Hence uo t> ~ 0 +/3 for each/3 ~< a + 1. Now prove the theorem by in- 
duction on/3: 
(a)/3 = 0. Simply use (i). 
(b)/3 = 3' + 1, where ~'v = ~0 + ~. By Proposition 4.1 (i), (ii), u o c_- 
x//u.r + 1 = x//u¢ ~ x. By Lemma 4.4(ii) and the induction hypothesis, 
= + 1 = ~ 0 + ~ = ~ 0 + ~" Hence fi~ = ~ 0 + ~" + 1 u 
(c)/3 = X, where X is a limit ordinal and 3' ~ X + ~'~ = ~ o + ~" 
1-f X is an uncountable cardinal, then the induct ion hypothesis implies 
that u x is the union of  a sequence of  ordinals of  cardinality less than X; 
but on the other hand, u x ~ X. Hence i fX is an uncountable cardinal, 
u x =~,  so, afort ior i ,  ~ = ~0 +~.  
If  X is not an uncountable cardinal, then u x cannot be an uncount-  
able cardinal since X ~< u x and, by Lemma 4.4(iii), we have a X-sequence 
{(3", u.t): 3' ~ ;k) cofinal in u x . Since u x is not an uncountable cardinal 
and u x = IJ {u~" 3" ~ X), we can find a 7, ~ ~ such that u x = u.~. Now, 
--u"; = < n0  = 
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(VIII) Let us give an example to show why "a + 1" cannot be replaced 
by "t~" in Theorem 4.5(ii). Work in a model of MK + V=L. 
Let 3' = u,~(L). By Theorem 4.5 and Proposition 4.3, 7 is countable 
and weakly inconceivable in L; and by Theorem 3.1 (i), 3'* in L is ~ ~L ). 
Now let x = Lff~/. By Proposition 3.4, 3' = ~ ~x). By the proof  of  Lemma 
4.4(iii), we can see that 7 = u~ (x). So x is a model of ZF + V=L in 
which tz,o is uncountable. 
This does not contradict Theorem 4.5 because x does not satisfy the 
hypothesis of Theorem 4.5(ii) for a = w, i.e., u~ +l (x) ~ x (since x/u~ (x) 
=x by (1.5)). 
Note also that u~ (x), being ~ t x), is not inconceivable in x. This does 
not contradict Proposition 4.3 because, although co is not an uncount- 
able cardinal of  x, u~, (x) is. 
4.6. Corollary. (T) I f  x is a model o f  V=L, and i fX is an uncountable 
cardinal o f  x such that ux (x) ~ x, then ux(x) = X. 
Thus if x is a model of ZF + V=L and X = t,I t x), then u~,(x) is either 
On (x) or ~x), and is thus never an inconceivable member of x. 
(IX) Work in a model of MK + V=L + "There are no inaccessible car- 
dinals". Recall that for each a, u s (V) ~ V. 
By Corollary 4.6, if g is an uncountable cardinal, then uK(V) = ~. By 
Theorem 3.1 (ii) and the fact that no inaccessible cardinals exist, g is 
inconceivable (in V) only if it is strongly inconceivable. Thus, by Theo- 
rem 2.4, ~ is inconceivable i f fR~ -< V. 
Thus if g0 = (/ax)[RK < V] and x = R~0 (= Lgo), then x is a model of 
ZF + V=L such that ~ ~ x ~ us(x) ~ x, but for every uncountable cardi- 
nal ~ of x, u~(x) is conceivable in x. 
§ 5. Truth and inconceivability 
Consider a model x of ZF + V=L such that Uo(X ) ~ x. By the proof of 
Lemma 4.4, we know that Th(x) ~ x as well. What is the relation between 
the two undefinable sets Uo(X) and Th(x)? We will show first that 
u o (x) ~ x/{Th(x)}. This will follow since Uo(X) = ~x//O) and x//O = L,r, 
where ~/= (#7) [Th(L n) = Th(x) ] (x) 
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We now make this proof precise in the general case. Let x be a model 
of V=L, let a ~ x, and let/3 be the first inconceivable in x greater than 
or equal to a. (In the paragraph above, a = 0 and 3 = Uo(X).) 
5.1. Theorem. (T) 3 ~ x/(3 u (a - D(x )) ). 
Proof. Let 7 = On(X//a). We will first show: 
(*) 3 xl(3 (3')). 
If 13 is strongly inconceivable, then x/[3 = La; so x//3 = Lt3, 3' = 3, and 
( , )  follows trivially. 
Assume/3 is weakly inconceivable and let r-!pq ~ Fro, fG  w'[3 be such 
that 3* = (t~v m ) ~ If] (x). By Proposition 3.4, t3 = (to m ) tp If] (x//o) = 
(to m) ¢s [f](L'r). Thus we have proved (*). 
We now prove the theorem. If a is inconceivable, then, since 3 is the 
first inconceivable greater than or equal to a, ~ = 3. Clearly, a ~ x / (a -D(x) ) ,  
so in this case the theorem follows trivially. 
Assume a is not inconceivable. Since/3 is the first inconceivable greater 
than a, x/a = x/[3 and x/ /a = L. r. Keeping this and the fact that x ffa is 
minimal for a-D(x)  (see (1.8)), we have 
3" = (larl)G3~)[ ~-D(Ln)  = a -D(x)  ](x). 
Hence 3' ~ x/{a-D(x) ) ,  so by (.) ,  13 ~ x/([3 u (a-D(x)) ) .  
Returning to the case discussed at the beginning of the section, we now 
would like to show that Th(x) ~ x/(uo(x)).  This is done as follows. If  
LT-= x//O, then it will suffice to show that 7 ~ x/(Uo (x)) - since Th(x) = 
Th(x//O). Now u0(x) = ~L~), so Uo(X) is uncountable in every Ln, where 
7/~< 7. On the other hand (by (1.4)), L.r/O = L, r, so as soon as we con- 
struct the diagram D(L, r) of L, t, we can enumerate Uo(X) - as indicated 
in the proof of  Lemma 4.4(ii). However, by (1.1), D(L,y) ~ L. r +2" Thus 
7 = (#rt)[Ln+2 ~ Uo(X) = ~o]- 
We now make this proof precise in the general case. Let x be a model 
of V=L and let 3 be an inconceivable in x such that 13 4= ut3(x). (This re- 
striction will be discussed below. It is clearly satisfied when we take 
[3 = Uo(X) as in the last paragraph.) 
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5.2. Theorem. (T) 3-D(x) E x/(3}. 
Proof. If 13 is strongly inconceivable, then 3-D(x) = 3-D(x//[3) = 3-D(Lt3) 
and the theorem is trivial. 
Now assume/3 is weakly inconceivable. Since 3 ~ uc~(x), there is an 
~ t3 such that 3 = u,,,(x). Let L. r = x//3. Since L~ -~ x, our theorem 
will be proved if we can show that 7 ~ x/(3}. To show this we claim: 
3' = (#rl) [ L  +2 ¢ 3 is not an uncountable cardinal] (x). 
(This is not impossible since [3 ~ uo(x) implies that 3 is not an uncount- 
able cardinal in x.) 
(~<) If r /~ % then Ln+ 2 c L~. By Theorem 3.1 (i), 3" is an uncount- 
able cardinal in x; so by Proposition 3.4,/3 is an uncountable cardinal 
in x//3. Hence/3 is an uncountable cardinal in Lv and its subset Ln+ 2. 
(~) By the proof of Theorem 4.5, there is a map from co + a onto 
u s (x) which can be constructed from u,,,(x)-D(x). That is, there is a 
map from co + a onto/3 which can be constructed from 3-D(L,~). By 
(1.1), 3-D(L. r) and the map in question lies in L~+ 2. Since w + a ~ 3, 
this map demonstrates that/3 is not an uncountable cardinal. 
(X) Consider a model x of ZF + V=L such that t~ a x ~ u~, (x) ~ x. 
(This condition is weaker than any of the usual second-order replace- 
ment axioms since, as we saw in (IX), it does not even guarantee that x 
has super-complete elementary sub-systems.) Given two subclasses A, B 
of x, we sayA is predicative in B i f fA ={y ~ x: ~k[y, B]} for some 
formula qJ whose quantifiers range over x. If I is the class of all ordinals 
inconceivable in x, then it is clear from the definition of the notion 
"inconceivable ordinal" that I is predicative in D(x). Theorem 5.2 and 
its proof make clear that D(x) is predicative in I as well. 
The slogan which sums up this result is "Truth is equivalent to incon- 
ceivability". This slogan is motivated by the recta-physical s ogan "There 
is but one absolute". 
The proof of  Theorem 5.2 does not work if 13 = ua(x) since the fact 
that L~+ 2 contains a map from/3 onto 13 does not single 3, out from the 
class of all ordinals. In order to deal with these cases, it is necessary to 
Consider higher types of definability. We have devoted a certain amount 
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of time to this, and proved stronger versions of Theorem 5.2, but we have 
been unable to prove the theorem for all non-cardinal inconceivable ~ at 
once, let alone prove it in the case where 13 is an inconceivable cardinal. 
If we had Theorem 5.2 in its full generality, then it would be possible 
to prove in MK + V=L that D(V) was predicative in each inconceivable 
class of ordinals A - where we say a class of ordinals A is inconceivable 
if A is not predicative in any of its initial segments. 
§ 6. Constructibility of models 
It is well known (see [21, p. 433] or [9, p. 38]) that in ZFC every set 
is constructible from a set of ordinals. (Note that if w is a set of  ordinals, 
the two notions of "constructible.from w" are equivalent.) Let us state 
and prove this result in a form useful for our purposes. 
We let w range over classes of ordinals. For any such w, we let E w = 
{(a, ~:  J(~,, ~) ~ w} be the binary relation coded by w. 
6.1. Lemma. (ZFC) For every x, there is a w such that E w is a well-found- 
ed relation on the ordinal O w and such that i f  l is the collapsing map on 
(Ow, Ew>, l '0 = x. 
Proof. Let X = ITC({x})I and let fbe  a bijection from X onto TC({x}) 
such that f '0  = x. 
Let w = (J(~, 77): f(~) ~ f(r/)}. 
In the light of this result we can think of set theory as dealing with the 
structure (~ On, ~, On). 
6.2. Proposition. (GB) GC *--* (3A c On)[ V = L [A ] ]. 
Proof. (~) Assume GC. Then we can produce a class R c_. VXV which well- 
orders V. Define for each ~,, a set A a c_ .~,, by induction on r, as follows: 
A~ = (/aRw)[( .~,,, E w ) ~ (R,,, ~R,> ^ U(A#: 13E ~} c_ w]. 
Let A = U (A~ : a ~ On}. Now it is clear that V = L [A ] since a ~ On -+ 
A~ = A n ~ a ~ L [A ] and the collapsing map is an absolute construction. 
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(*-) It is clear that if we have the class A, we can produce a well- 
ordering of L [A ], since given A, we can define the map a ~ L~ [A ]. 
This proposition implies that 
GB + V=ODI - (3A  c__ On) [V=L[A] ] .  
Can we say anything specific about this A ? 
If ~b(o 0) is a formula, we let L~ = L [{a: ~b(t~)}], a class predicative in 
V if ~b has only set quantifiers. 
6.3. Proposition. (GB) (i) For any ~ with only set quantifiers, 
V = L¢ ~ V=OD. 
(ii) There is a particular formula k(oo) with only set quantifiers uch 
that 
V=OD ~ V=L k . 
Proof. (i) I fx  ~ L~, then by the definition of L[A ], x ~ La({a ~ 13: ¢(a)}) 
for some/3. Taking 3' >/3 such that R~ reflects ~b in V, we get x ~ R.r/3". 
(ii) (~) We let 
+ 1 
A f '~  = (/d < OD W)[('~I~, E w> ~ <R~, ~> n U {f'r/: rl ~ ~ } c__ w] 
^ 
By the proof of 6.2, V --- OD ~ V = L k . 
(,--) This follows from (i). 
(XI) We show here that if ¢ has class quantifiers as well as set quanti- 
fiers, we can have a model of GB+V = L~+V :k OD. 
Let Lao be the minimal model of ZF, let a be a set of integers generic 
over L~o and let M = La0+l (a). 
Now M is a model of GB + V:/:OD. We wish to show that i fa  was chosen 
correctly, there is a ~ (with a class quantifier) such that a = {n: ¢(M~(n)} 
and hence M ~ V = Lo. 
wG7 Recall Lao/O = L~o. By the remarks in § 1, i f f~  ~ Lao, Lao ~ ~[f] 
i f fM ~ (<~o 7,/3 ~ D(L)), where we recall that <~o 7, f> ~ D(L) is a formula 
with a single class quantifier of either type. 
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Now define a functional relation F, 6F c_ w,  by F'n = x iff 
(¥y)[(n,  (CO, y)}) E D(L)  ~ y=x] ^  (m < n -~ 
-~ 7 (¥y)[<m,((O, y))) E D(L ) ,-~ y =x]) .  
Now 6F c w and oF  = Lao. 
Note that F q~ M even though F is strongly represented in M by the 
formula defining F. Now, using F, we can find an a c_ 6o which is Lao 
generic as follows. You define the characteristic function g E ,o 2 of a 
byg=L l{Pn:  nEco} ,whereP  0 =0,  Pn+ 1 =( /ape~2) [Pn  c___p^ (F'n 
is a dense subset of (~2, c_C_> -~ p E F'n)]) .  
Now we can assume that this a is the same as the a we used to con- 
struct M, so we are done. 
This example shows that it is possible to have every member o f  V 
being formed according to a law without  having V = OD. 
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We now show that there is always some A such that V = LOr~[A ], 
provided V is countable. 
6.4. Lemma. (ZF) Let  N be a countable transitive set which is a model 
o f  ZFC and let ,v = On(N). Then there is an A c_c_ a such that N = La [A ]. 
Proof. Going outside N, we can find a well-ordering R of N and a count- 
able sequence a n cofinal in a. 
Now define a sequence A n by 
A0 =0,  
An+ 1 = (laRw)[w E p.~(N) h An c__ w ^ < .~(N), Ew) ~_ R(N)]. 
Ot n Ot n Ot n 
Let A = LI {A n : n E w}. 
This proof incorporates an important modification due to Erik Ellen- 
tuck. 
(XII) Does Lemma 6.4 constitute a proof that every countable standard 
model of  ZFC can be extended to a model of GBC? That is, if everything 
is as in the proof of Lemma 6.4, must L~+ 1 [A ] be a model of GBC? 
L~+ 1 [A] can be readily seen to satisfy Global Choice and the other axioms 
of GBC, with the exception of  Replacement. Replacement, however, need 
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not hold - for A could have been chosen in such a way that 
In [6] Felgner shows that by using a forcing argument i is actually 
possible to find an A in Lemma 6.4 such that L,~+ 1[A] is a model of GBC. 
Does Lemma 6.4 hold for uncountable N? One would like ~ simply 
let A t = Oa R w)[w • p.~N) ^  O{An. • • ~} c__ w ^ (.~N),E w) ~-- R~ N) ] for 
each ~ • a, letting A be the union of the A t. (XII) indicates that there 
may be values o f f  for which no such A~ can be found; so the general 
proof, if possible, is non-trivial. 
Lemma 6.4 implies that if P extends ZF and if IF" has a standard model, 
then P has a model of the form L,~ [w] for some w c a. Note that if, e.g. 
I" = ZF + V4=L, we can assume that w is constructible. Is this true in 
general? 
6.5. Proposition. (ZF) I f  P is a constructible theory extending ZFC and 
having a standard model, then there is an a • cot L) and a w • pa(L) such 
that La [w] is a model o f  P. 
Proof. Given a constructible P, then the Schoenfield-L6vy-Barwise 
theorem (see [ 1 ]) tells us that if P has a standard model, then it has a 
standard model in L. By the L~Swenheim-Skolem theorem in L, P 
hence has a standard model countable in L. Since r' extends ZFC, by 
Lemma 6.4 this model has the form L,~[w] for some a • w~ L) and 
w • Pa (L). 
If we are concerned with which theories have natural models, we 
must take our metastructure to be C. If we are concerned with which 
theories have models, we can take our metastructure to be L,o +1. This 
result shows that if we are concerned with which theories have stan- 
dard models, the meta-structure Lx, X = w~ L), is adequate. 
This result also indicates that if we could somehow go beyond forc- 
ing, then we could prove that many more extensions of ZF are consis- 
tent by producing models of the form specified in Proposition 6.5. 
(XIII) Assume that we have a measurable cardinal X and a strongly in- 
accessible cardinal 0 > X. 
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Now add the constants ~ and/a to our language. 
If v is a normal measure on X, Kunen [ 11 ] shows that L o [v] is a model 
of ZFMg (i.e. ZF +/a is a unique normal measure on x + V=L(/a)). 
L o [v] is also a model of V= OD, so L o [v]//O will be a countable model 
of ZFM~ of the form L~ [u] for some u ~ P3. 
Can we assume 3 ~ co~ L) and u E P3 (L) and thus avoid the use of Pro- 
position 6.5? No. 
The reason is that there is a set of integers 0 # ~ L o [v]/0 which codes 
an enumeration of 6o~1;) (and more - see Solovay [201). Since 0 # c_ co 
and 0 # ~ L o [v]/0, 0 # ~ L o [v]//O = L~[u]. Hence 60t L) is countable in 
L~ [u], implying 13 ~ 6o~L); and L~[u] 6 L, implying u q~p13(L). 
If we use Proposition 6.5, however, we can find an M = L~[w] with 
a ~ w~ L) and w ~ pa(L) and M ~ ZFMg. Assume that M is chosen so that 
and ~: are as small as possible. Then M/~ =M. [Proof: Show thatM//g = 
M. If U is the unique normal ultrafilter on K in M, then U ~ MIx and 
M e ZFMg + V=L [ U]. Hence if l collapses M/g, then M//x ~ ZFMIa + 
V=L [l'U]. Now by the choice of M, this implies that On (m/M = a, so 
M = M//x iff U = l' U. Now On n M/~ has order type a., so by proof of 
[ 1 1, (6.3)], p~(M) C__ M/~. Hence TC((U}) c__ M/~ and l'U = U. ] Although 
M is minimal for ZFM/s in the sense of § 2, it is not clear that M/O = M. 
This may be false since although M/O would be a model of ZFM with 
the same On and x as M, it need not equal M - as P.E. Cohen shows in 
[3, Corollary 1.2.3]. That is, M may not be minimal in the strong sense 
of being a subset of every transitive model of ZFMg - perhaps no such 
model exists. 
Now M = L~ [w] for some w ~ pa(L). Can this w be taken to be generic 
over L for an appropriate notion of forcing? Friedman [ 7 ] has shown 
that this is not possible. What can we say about w? Well, since L~ [w]/~ = 
L~ [w], w ~ L. t -~ L. r ~ lal = I~1. Perhaps this implication can be reversed. 
(XIV) Let x be the L o [v] of (XIII). Since the cardinals of x are cardinals 
in a model of ZF which has x as an element, Uo (x) = o for each cardinal 
o of x. We will be interested in the un(x) such that It < ,7 < It÷ - as just 
indicated It < un(x) < .k ÷ for each such ,7. 
Let U be the unique normal ultrafilter on It in x. Le t f~ x be the 
<oDqeast map from It* onto U. A consideration (like that in (VII)) of the 
l isomorphisms reveals that if It < r~ < It÷, fu  n (x) must be unique 
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normal ultrafilter on )~ in x//u,~(x) (= L,~Or"u,~(x)) for some ~ ~ ),+). 
Thus f lists U in such a way as to sequentially provide better and 
better approximations to a normal ultrafilter. One can also consider the 
possibility that U itself might cease to be a normal ultrafilter if ordinals 
beyond the ordinal of our original conception of C were added on. It 
may be that having a model with a normal ultrafilter depends more on 
what you leave out than on what you put in. 
(XV) Let X = ~ ~t.). What would life be like if it were true that C = L x ? 
It is quite likely that we would not realize it. That is, although every 
set was in fact countable, we would believe that some particular ordinal 
was the true ~ 1. 
HOW can this be? If C = L x, then at any time the largest ordinal we 
can imagine must be some a ~ ),, since the Absolute is unimaginable. 
However, 
(Va ~ X)(3fl E ?0[Lo+ ~ ~ fl = ~41 ]
[Proof: Let fl = }~ ~Lx+,~//,~). This is an improvement of Putnam [ 18] due 
to Mansfield [ 14] .] That is, there is no limit to how large a segment of ?, 
we can take and still believe that ~ 1 exists. 
The moral of this is that it is quite reasonable to believe that every 
set is countable, although the particular L~ [w] which corresponds to 
our current conception of C seems to have uncountable sets. 
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